NOMINATION PAPER FOR FACULTY OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY STUDENTS’ UNION ELECTION ON 28.01.2014

(TO BE FILLED UP BY PEN)

POST OF OFFICE-BEARER CONTESTING FOR:

- **CHAIRMAN**
- **GENERAL SECRETARY**
- ASSISTANT GENERAL SECRETARY (DAY, MAIN CAMPUS)
- ASSISTANT GENERAL SECRETARY (EVENING, MAIN CAMPUS)
- ASSISTANT GENERAL SECRETARY (SALT LAKE CAMPUS)

(Pen through which are not applicable, otherwise nomination paper will be treated as cancelled)

---

**Name of the Candidate:**

(IN BLOCK LETTERS) (FIRST NAME) (MIDDLE NAME) (SURNAME)

Communication Address:

---

**Name of the Department**

---

**Name of the Course** Whether a DAY/ EVENING course student:

(BE/ ME /B Tech /M Tech etc.) (DAY/ EVENING / SALT LAKE)

Year Section Roll No. (I/II/III /IV etc.) (Full Roll No., as appears in Roll Sheet exhibited in Dean of Students Office)

---

**Name of the Proposer**: (From the same constituency)

(First Name) (Middle Name) (Surname)

Communication Address:

---

**Name of the Department**

---

**Name of the Course** Whether a DAY/ EVENING course student:

(BE/ ME /B Tech /M Tech etc) (DAY/ EVENING / SALT LAKE)

Year Section Roll No. (I/II/III etc.) (Full Roll No., as appears in Roll Sheet exhibited in Dean of Students Office)

---

Full Signature of the Proposer**

Ph No. (Mobile etc.):

---

The Returning Officer / Dean of Students, Jadavpur University, Kolkata – 700032

Dear Sir,

I intend to seek Election to the Engg. & Tech. Faculty Students’ Union against the above-mentioned post and agree to abide by the constitution and corresponding rules. I am not a casual student and have paid the session fees for the current year as verified by the Muster Roll Section hereunder.

Dated :

---

Full Signature of the Candidate**

Ph No. (Mobile etc.):

---

*A voter may Sign as proposer in the nomination paper/s of one candidate out of any one of the five Office Bearers post only and if the proposer signs in more than one candidate’s nomination paper/s, then all such nomination papers so signed by the proposer shall be cancelled.

**Not merely initial.

FOR VERIFICATION AT MUSTER ROLL SECTION

Verification is to be get done by the applicant well before submission of the Nomination Paper.

The name of the candidate is in the Class Register and is correctly mentioned here. The Candidate has paid the Session fees.

Dated / Stamp Signature of Superintendent, Muster Roll Section

Nomination Paper if not properly filled in may be treated as cancelled.

SCRUTINIZER’S REPORT

VALID / INVALID

Scrutinizer’s Signature
**POST: CLASS REPRESENTATIVE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the Candidate: (IN BLOCK LETTERS)</th>
<th>(FIRST NAME)</th>
<th>(MIDDLE NAME)</th>
<th>(SURNAME)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Name of the Department: ________________________________

Name of the Course: ____________________ Whether a DAY/ EVENING course student: __________________ (BE/ ME/B Tech/M Tech etc.) (DAY/ EVENING / SALT LAKE)

Year: _________________ Section: ____________________ Roll No: ____________________ (I/II/III etc.)

Name of the Proposer: *: __________________________________________________________________________ (From the same class/section) (First Name) (Middle Name) (Surname) i.e. constituency of the candidate Name of the Department: __________________________

Name of the Course: ____________________ Whether a DAY/ EVENING course student: __________________ (BE/ ME/B Tech/M Tech etc.) (DAY/ EVENING / SALT LAKE)

Year: _________________ Section: ____________________ Roll No: ____________________ (I/II/III etc.)

**Full Signature of the proposer**

Ph No. (Mobile etc.): __________________________

---

To The Returning Officer / Dean of Students, Jadavpur University, Kolkata – 700032

Dear Sir,

I intend to seek Election to the Engineering & Technology Faculty Students’ Union against the above-mentioned post and agree to abide by the constitution and corresponding rules. I am not a casual student of the class and has paid the session fees of the current year as verified by the M R Section hereunder.

Dated: …………………………………

(Full Signature of the Candidate) **

Ph No. (Mobile etc.): __________________________

*A voter may Sign as proposer in the nomination paper/s of one candidate only and if the proposer signs in more than one candidate’s nomination papers, then all such nomination papers so signed by the proposer shall be cancelled.

**Not merely initial.

---

**FOR VERIFICATION AT MUSTER ROLL SECTION**

Verifications is to be get done by the applicant well before submission of the Nomination Paper.

The name of the candidate is in the Class Register and is correctly mentioned here. The Candidate has paid the Session fees.

Dated / Stamp. Signature of Superintendent, Muster Roll Section

Nomination Paper if not properly filled in may be treated as cancelled.

---

**SCRUTINIZER’S REPORT**

VALID / INVALID

Scrutinizer’s Signature